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Abstract. The paper describes a methodology for the design of digital
mathematical courses for engineers in the digital learnig system Nomotex
(DLS "NOMOTEX") [1], developed at the Department of Computational
Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, Bauman Moscow State Technical
University, based on the usage of the Knowledge Base created in the DLS
"NOMOTEX". The technique allows one to create mathematical courses of
varying complexity and resulting level of knowledge, depending on the
direction of training (specialty).

1 Introduction
For different areas of training and specialties, different mathematical courses with variable
depth of content are required, which correspond to the competencies of university
graduates. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] The need for designing personalized courses occurs during training
on individual trajectories. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

2 Designing of Mathematical E-courses
In the DLS "NOMOTEX" (Fig. 1), developed at the Department of Computational
Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, Ваuman Moscow State Technical University, a
specialized subsystem "Designing Educational Programs" was created, which allows one to
design mathematical courses from the existing Mathematical Knowledge Base, while
maintaining the logic and sequence of all elements of the Knowledge Base, as well as
practical interactive lessons, automated tasks for independent work and tests.
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Fig. 1. The main window of the DLS "NOMOTEX".

Fig. 2. An example of a "Mathematical Example" in a Quantum of Knowledge.

The neural network base of mathematical knowledge has a hierarchical structure [1]:
Disciplines, chapters, paragraphs, quanta of knowledge, which may include mathematical
examples (Fig. 2). The new course being created will have a similar hierarchical structure:
chapters, paragraphs, quanta of knowledge. All courses are based on the same structure
called the "Knowledge Base" (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The “Knowledge Base” DLS “NOMOTEX”.
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The first level of the structure is the direction of science (Physics and Mathematics,
Chemical Sciences, Biological Sciences, etc.), the second is Sciences (for physics and
mathematics these are: Mathematics, Mechanics, Astronomy, Physics), the third is the
section of science (for mathematics it is fundamental and applied mathematics), the fourth disciplines (for fundamental mathematics it is: "Mathematical analysis", "Analytical
geometry", "Integral calculus of functions of one variable", "Linear algebra", etc.). Starting
with the choice of the discipline, the fourth, fifth and sixth levels are devoted to the
discipline itself. The fourth level of discipline is the chapters included in the subject.
At the same time, while the Knowledge Base contains all the materials of the DLS
"NOMOTEX", the course contains only those that are necessary for studying for a specific
specialty. In addition, the course may contain more than one subject from the Knowledge
Base, and the division into lectures in accordance with the curriculum, and the rating of
each student taking the course.
To create a new mathematical course, the subsystem "Designing neural network EP" is
used, which allows you to create a mathematical course of any complexity included in the
main educational program of the chosen field of study (specialty).
When entering the element "Designing neural network EP", the main input fields are
displayed (Fig. 4):
- Code and name of the direction of training (specialty);
- Profile code (specialization);
- Profile name (specialization);
- Course name;
- List of paragraphs.
The code and name of the direction of training (specialty) must be entered in accordance
with the Lists of areas of training for higher education - bachelor's degree, specialty, then
the code and the name of the profile (specialization), the name of the course being
constructed are entered.
After the introduction of these data, a design solution for creating a course follows (Fig.
4). In the existing titles of paragraphs of all disciplines from the knowledge base, those
paragraphs that conceptually correspond to the created course are selected in an orderly
manner. Orderly selection is important for course creation because the sequence of
paragraphs in the tree of the course being created depends on the order of selection. Further
in the selected paragraphs are selected "quanta of knowledge" that are included in the
created course. The quantum of knowledge can be included in the course "with proof" or
"without proof".
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Fig. 4. Window of the subsystem "Designing neural network EP" DLS NOMOTEX.

After the orderly selection of all paragraphs and all quanta in the paragraphs, the button
"create a course" is pressed. The created course will include all elements of the classic
course: theory and practice.
An important feature of the ability to design courses is that courses can be composite,
i.e. contain within itself several disciplines from the Knowledge Base. For example, the
course "Multiple Integrals, Series, Complex Analysis", traditionally taught in the 3rd
semester of training in the specialty "Aircraft Control Systems" of the Bauman Moscow
State Technical University (BMSTU). This course consists of sections of several
mathematical disciplines from the Knowledge Base: Multiple Integrals, Field Theory,
Series, and Complex Analysis.
In the Fig. 5: an example of a course containing several disciplines: the transition from
the discipline "Multiple integrals" to the discipline "Field theory" occurs as a transition
between adjacent paragraphs within the same course.

Fig. 5. The course "Multiple Integrals, Series, Complex Analysis".
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Lectures in accordance with the schedule are highlighted in green, seminars are
highlighted in red. The course necessarily includes quanta, which are the theoretical basis
for solving practical problems at seminars, and practical problems are inextricably linked
with the theoretical course.
The transition between the disciplines "Series" and "Complex analysis" looks similar in
the same course (Fig. 6):

Fig. 6. The course "Multiple Integrals, Series, Complex Analysis".

Thus, the course developed using this module will contain only selected quanta that are
necessary for students to study this specific specialty. In this case, the quanta can be either
included without proof, or interchanged, if necessary, interchanged the paragraphs
containing these quanta, and split one paragraph into several.
Also for the semester, rating tables are implemented for groups enrolled in the course
(Fig. 7):

Fig. 7. Rating of a study group for the course "Integrals and Differential Equations".

The rating fully reflects the list of tests that are passed by the group during the semester.
At the same time, the tests can be changed for each specific area of training, regardless of
other areas: the assignment of tasks and their composition can be changed. Tickets related
to every test are generated with the ability to create several templates for generation. This
means, for example, that the control event contains 10 different tasks, and the student can
receive 5 of them according to the assigned template, while the difficulty of the ticket for
each student remains the same.
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3 Conclusions
With the help of the created subsystem "Designing neural network EP" DLS NOMOTEX
electronic interactive courses were created: "Mathematical analysis", "Multiple integrals
and series" and others for various engineering areas of training. Thus, the tool for
constructing neural network EPs allows one to flexibly form educational courses for any
student curriculum.
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